
A Transport Company Sees 

Massive Organic Growth



SUMMARY

At the beginning of Q2 2019, a Northampton-based moving company approached us about 
our search-engine optimization services for the moving industry. Company was looking to 
expand its reach throughout the country and widen its company so that it could remain 
relevant to a new generation of channels.



The Challenge

In June 2019 this transport company had 310 natural customers go to their internet site, maximum of 
which become branded seek. The agency become seeking to boom its non-branded seek in order that it 
may force new customers to the internet site and take benefit of the heaps of folks who are trying to find 
transferring offerings every month into and out of Northamptonshire.



Solutions

The biggest opportunities that we saw to grow this company’s organic traffic were through:

✓ Content creation

✓ Technical fixes

✓ Authority improvements

SEO Friendly Content

We wrote all the static pages at the corporation’s internet site to offer them the first-class danger of rating 
for treasured keywords, such as “Removals in Northampton”, and additionally supplied the person with a 
complete description of what their offerings entailed. This paintings builds accept as true with the reader 
and allows to enhance the chance of conversion.

Blog Posts

Once the ones pages had been rewritten we targeted our efforts on developing beneficial articles that 
could appeal to customers doing top-of-the-funnel research. This blanketed subjects around:

▪ Preparing for a move

▪ Best locations to stay in positive areas

▪ Ways to make your new domestic setup much less stressful

▪ These blogs keep to power lots of customers every month and feature obviously obtained backlinks, 
which facilitates to reinforce the authority of the internet site as a whole.



Solutions

Backlinks

The very last step in our technique changed into to constantly land high-authority one-way links to their 
maximum essential pages in order that we will get them to rank better in seek engines. We used a couple 
of strategies, such as:

▪ Unlinked logo mention

▪ Industry association

▪ Guest running a blog outreach

These strategies allowed us to land one-way links from web sites just like the Chamber of Commerce, Best 
Company, The Herald, and more.

Blog Posts

Once the ones pages had been rewritten we targeted our efforts on developing beneficial articles that 
could appeal to customers doing top-of-the-funnel research. This blanketed subjects around:

▪ Preparing for a move

▪ Best locations to stay in positive areas

▪ Ways to make your new domestic setup much less stressful

▪ These blogs keep to power lots of customers every month and feature obviously obtained backlinks, 
which facilitates to reinforce the authority of the internet site as a whole.



Results

Here are the comparison of initial vs 4th Year

July 2019

July 2022

We have seen an increase of over 13,500 new users, which is a 268% growth after 3 year! The number 

of leads that they received from organic leads was over double what they were seeing in 2019


